Colwell’s Ginseng

Terms and Conditions

To the best of my knowledge & ability, using reasonable & common planting practices for the care of and growing ginseng, I am making no warranty or guarantee that the seed & or rootlets purchased by any customer will grow or reach maturity.

Any seed that does not germinate or rootlets that do not grow, does not automatically mean the seed or rootlets were not healthy and viable when they were delivered. Furthermore, delayed or non-germination of ginseng seed or non-growth of rootlets does not give liability to Colwell’s Ginseng or any member thereof. Colwell’s Ginseng or any member thereof, has the indisputable discretion and reserves the right to remunerate, or not remunerate, any customer who has experienced any form of difficulty with the growth & or growing of any seed or rootlets the customers purchased or received. In the event that Colwell’s Ginseng chooses to remunerate any customer, or chooses not to, no liability, fault, or obligation will exist in any manner what so ever to Colwell’s Ginseng or any member thereof.

Colwell’s Ginseng with its sole indisputable discretion reserves the right to remunerate any customer in any form or manner it so chooses, or not to remunerate a customer at all.

Any planting of seed & or rootlets done by Colwell’s Ginseng for any customer does not guarantee results, nor warrants any liability on the part of Colwell’s Ginseng or any member thereof.

These are living plants. Therefore, insects, animals, disease, weather & improper care by others, etc. all have an impact on the growth of the plant, or seed, & the resultant quality of or results.

While helping others, I give my opinions based on my years of ginseng planting, growing & harvesting experiences, however they are still just opinions. Therefore, any & all customers are responsible for the risk they have chosen in trying to grow ginseng & will not hold Colwell’s Ginseng or any member thereof, liable for the customer’s results or lack of results with their attempt to grow ginseng.

Dennis L Colwell

Colwell’s Ginseng